
ALGORITHM OF GENIUS
The Activation Sequence

The Activation Sequence describes a series of 
three leaps in awareness that unfold in your life as 
you activate the higher purpose within your DNA. 
These inner realisations are called your Challenge, 
your Breakthrough and your Core Stability.



"Contemplation is not a fast art. It is a 
wonderful, deep, lustrous, slow burn.” 

- Richard Rudd



The Gene Keys Approach
A path of gentle transformation

The Gene Keys Approach invites us to develop our humility through embodying the four qualities that lie at the heart 
of the Gene Keys.  Please consider these values as you navigate the Gene Keys Teachings.

CONTEMPLATION

INQUIRYPATIENCE

GENTLENESS



In all of my communications and approaches to decision-making, I 
strive to balance the following:

• Listening and Sharing
• Freedom and Boundaries
• Self-care and Service
• Honesty and Kindness
• Mysticism and Ordinariness

The Fine Art of Equilibrium

The Noble Code

The Gene Keys are a contemplative teachings, not therapy. Please honor one another yourself as we navigate these 
inner realms together.



Genius 

 The innate intelligence of all human beings. True genius (as opposed to 
intellectual genius) is a spontaneous and unstudied creative uniqueness rooted in 
unconditional love. Genius is the natural manifestation of a human life when it is 

allowed to expand without force. As more and more people join their genius 
together, the world as we see it today will be transformed. 

-Richard Rudd, the Glossary of Empowerment

Dancing with Genius



The Pathway 
of Breakthrough

The Pathway 
of Challenge

The Pathway 
of Core Stability

The Activation Sequence

Life’s Work 
What I’m here to do 

My capacity to shine my unique Genius out into the world. 

Evolution 
What I’m here to learn
The blindspots and growth edges in life that teach 
me to turn my suffering into my Genius

Radiance 
What keeps me healthy

The hidden gifts that influence my health, wellbeing 
and make me shimmer from the inside out.

Purpose 
What deeply fulfills me
Relaxing into the higher purpose of my Being nature 
discovered within and expressed through my body



Optional Additional Resource 
Read your Gene Key in the “big book”

Your Activation Sequence Course 

• Listen to your Gene Key Audio

•Read about the Line Keynote

• Learn more about the Sphere

https://genekeys.com/c/the-activation-sequence/

https://genekeys.com/product/the-gene-keys-paperback/



genekeys.com/triple-flame

The Triple Flame 
A free app for iOS & Android




